
GRINDLAZER HP DC1021 G
21HP REVERSE CUT DRUM SCARIFIER

The GrindLazer HP DC1021 G is a reverse cut drum scarifier, the high-production choice when it comes to the most demanding 

scarifier jobs. With its “Up-Cut” cutting direction you not only are able to remove all types of lines found in car parks or 

roads, but now have the power to do inlay/grooving jobs. Combined with the LineDriver, you’ll finish jobs faster and more 

accurately than ever before! The DC1021 G DCS features a depth control system which allows for accurate cut depth and 

eliminates damage due to ‘dropped drums’.

• Depth Control System available - eliminate guesswork and defects

• InstaCut technology - floating deck ideal for using on uneven surfaces

• TriBelt drive system - optimised power eliminates costly downtime

• Fat Track front swivel wheel - easy to turn with no need to ‘muscle’ it

• Compatible with LineDriver

• Use with LazerVac extraction system to reduce airborne silica dust

CONTACT US TO FIND OUT MORE OR BOOK A 

DEMONSTRATION WITH OUR  TECHNICAL EXPERTS.

CALL FREE: 0808 118 1922 MEONUK.COM

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
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FAT TRACK FRONT SWIVEL WHEEL

Proven front castor wheel system makes turning fast and easy 

Manoeuvre curves better. No need to ‘muscle it’ while moving.

21 HP ENGINE WITH HEAVY-DUTY FILTRATION

Improved filtration to work longer and improve engine life. Electric 

start system allows for easy starting with the turn of a key, even in 

cold weather.

VIBRATION REDUCTION TECHNOLOGY

Up to 4x less vibration than other scarifiers - Pneumatic air-filled 

tires, comfort grips and cart design combine to eliminate vibration, 

reducing user fatigue. Comfort-grip handlebars for precise steering. 

All-Day Comfort.

TRIBELT DRIVE SYSTEM

3 cog design optimizes power transfer and maximum load handling.

Eliminates costly downtime. 

DEPTH CONTROL SYSTEM

Eliminate measuring and guesswork. Quickly and easily adjust the 

cutter depth to align with ever-changing terrain. Accurate cut depth 

to tape or thermoplastic inlays. Eliminates damage due to ‘dropped 

drums’.

VACUUM PORT FOR DUST REMOVAL

Allows for linking up a LazerVac and cyclone separator vacuum 

system for the reduction of airborne dust. Compatible with:

- LazerVac 330 Electric

- LazerVac 550 Petrol & (optional) Cyclone 32 Seperator

TECHNICAL:

CUTTERS:

SERVICE:

TRAINING:

KEY FEATURES:

Full training packages are available from Meon. This will ensure that 

proper usage of the machine is undertaken. Training is available on-

site or at Meon head office.

NOISE LEVEL

SOUND POWER (ISO 3744):  108.6 dBa

SOUND PRESSURE:   92.1 dBa (measured at 1 metre)

VIBRATION LEVEL (ISO 5349)

WITH LINEDRIVER:   4.9m/sec²
APPROX REMOVAL RATE

WITH LINEDRIVER:   195m²/hour

WORKING WIDTH:   250mm

WEIGHT:    165kg

POWER RATING (SAE J1349):  21.0HP @ 3600 rpm

In order to ensure the Graco GrindLazer HP DC1021 G is at maximum 

working capacity it is recommended that a service is booked at 

least once every 12 months. This may alter dependant on usage and 

materials used.

CUTTER TYPE

CODE:

Surface Preparation:

Dirt/Laitance Removal:

Paint Removal:

Tape Removal:

Thermoplastic Removal:

MMA Removal:

Wire Brush

601540

Carbide Miller

601788

Carbide Pick

601873

PCD Flat

601863

Carbide Flail

601789
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